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Abstract--Bivariate cubic Li splines provide Cl-smooth, shape-preserving i terpolation of arbi- 
trary data, including data with abrupt changes in spacing and magnitude. The minimization principle 
for bivariate cubic L1 splines results in a nondifferentiable convex optimization problem. This prob- 
lem is reformulated as a generalized geometric programming problem. A geometric dual with a linear 
objective function and convex cubic constraints i derived. A linear system for dual-to-primal conver- 
sion is established. The results of computational experiments axe presented. (~) 2005 Elsevier Ltd. 
All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Conventional polynomial splines have been highly successful tbr interpolation and approximation 
of smoothly spaced data lying on smooth surfaces [1-5]. In classical metrics, they have excellent 
approximation power, their coefficients can be calculated by efficient, band-matrix-based algo- 
rithms, and their locally polynomial nature ensures efficient evaluation. However, for multiscale 
data, that is, data with abrupt changes in spacing and/or magnitude, conventional polynomial 
splines do not "preserve shape well," a requirement that was not included in the classical concept 
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of good approximation power [6-8]. Since the vast majority of objects that occur in modern 
geometric representation a d visualization systems--natural and urban terrain, animals, plants, 
other biological objects, many mechanical objects, etc.--are irregular objects represented digi- 
tally by multiscale data, conventional polynomial splines are not widely used in these systems. 
Although alternatives such as rational splines (NUI~BS) and wavelets have gained increasing 
acceptance, most of these objects are still represented by piecewise fiat surfaces on irregular 
triangulations. 
Shape preservation has not yet been defined quantitatively, but it is generally agreed that it 
involves avoiding extraneous "nonphysical" oscillation and artifacts. For example, one normally 
prefers that a lake with a fiat surface and a piecewise planar roof of a building be represented 
without permanent, nonphysical oscillation. Recently, a new class of polynomial splines, cubic L1 
splines, that do preserve shape well has been developed [6-8]. In 2002, Cheng et al. [9] proposed 
a geometric programming framework [10-12] for univariate cubic L1 splines. The present paper 
extends the geometric programming framework to bivariate cubic L1 interpolating splines. This 
extension is not only practically important, but also technically nontrivial. In real-life applica- 
tions, the univariate case is very rare and serious scenarios begin with the bivariate case. The 
bivariate theory must take into account he structure of a two-dimensional grid, whereas the 
univariate theory is formulated using a less complex one-dimensional grid. 
In the remainder of this paper, bivariate cubic L1 interpolating splines will be called, for short, 
L1 splines. The coefficients of L1 splines are calculated by minimizing the L1 norm of second 
partial derivatives of candidate Cl-smooth piecewise cubic surfaces. Calculating the coefficients 
of an L1 spline is equivalent to solving a nondifferentiable convex optimization problem. In 
Section 2, a precise definition of and information about L1 splines are given. In Section 3, 
a geometric programming framework for L1 splines is set up. This framework includes three 
parts, namely, the primal problem, the dual problem, and the dual-to-primal transformation. 
In Section 4, we present computational results. Section 5 provides a summary, discussion of 
algorithmic issues, and information about future research directions. 
2. L1 SPL INES BASED ON S IBSON ELEMENTS 
In the present paper, we consider L1 splines on a tensor-product grid. Let there be given 
x I d a tensor-product grid set A = {{ i}~=0, {YJ}#=o} with monotonic but not necessarily equally 
spaced knots 
a ~x 0 ~ X l  <~ ' ' '  ,C x i _  1 ~ x I ~ b, 
ct ---- Yo K Y l  K " "  K Y J -1  K yg  = b. (1) 
The set A partitions the domain D ca_ [a, b] x [~, b] into I x d rectangles, T~j = [xi, xi+l] x [yj, Yj+I], 
i = 0, . . . ,  I - 1, j = 0, . . . ,  J - 1. For the x and y dimensions of Tid, we adopt the notation 
h~ = Xi+l - x~, h y = Yj+I - Yj. (2) 
The data to be interpolated will be (xi, yj, z~j), i = 0, . . . ,  I, j -- 0 , . . . ,  d. 
In this paper, we will analyze L1 splines constructed using Sibson elements. In this section, we 
first describe Sibson elements and then define and characterize L1 splines. 
2.1. Sibson Elements 
To generate Sibson elements [13], one begins by dividing each rectangle Tij into four triangles 
by drawing the two diagonals of the rectangle. The triangles are labeled 1, 2, 3, and 4 and are 
denoted by T~, k =- 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively, as shown in Figure 1. 
DEFINITION 2.1. SIBSON ELEMENT. A Sibson element z(x,y)  on a rectangle Tij is a function 
that 
(i) is a cubic polynomial on each of the four triangles T~, k = 1, 2, 3, 4, in the rectangle, 
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Figure 1. Division of rectangles into triangles. 
(ii) is C~:smooth on the diagonals separating the four triangles, 
(iii) on the edges of  T~ is C l - smooth  with the Sibson e lements on the rectangles that border 
on Ti j ,  
(iv) along the edges x = xi and x = Xi+l o[T i j ,  has derivative in the normal direction, that 
is, °---z (x y), linear in y, and 0x\ ' 
(v) along the edges y = y{ and y = Yi+l of Tij, has derivative in the normM direction, that is, 
~y (x, y), l inear in x. 
We will denote a Sibson element on Tq by z~(x, y). We will denote the cubic functions on the 
triangles T ~ k -- 1, 2, 3, 4, that together make up the Sibson element by zi Jk(x,  y), k = 1, 2, 3, 4, ij 
respectively, and express these functions in the following forms. 
#1(~,~)= 
z i J2 (x ,y )= 
#a( . ,~)= 
Zq~(z ,y )= 
c30 -- xi)  °r c21 
i j l  [_ 2 " • 3 
+ ~12 v* - x~) (y - yj)  + 45a ~ (v - yj)  
~_ e20ijl'(x -- x i )  2 Jr cilJl 1 (X _ xi  ) (y _ yj)  .~ C~j21 (y _ yj)2 
+ elJ0~ (~- ~0 + 4~ (y- yj) + 4Jo 1 ,
_q2 (x ,a , ij2 (x 2 - - zi) (y - yj+~) to30 Xi) t c21 
ij2 (~ _ 3 
+ e~ (x - x i )  (y - yj+l)2 + ~03 ~Y YJ+I) 
+ 4Jo ~ (~ - ~,)~ + c~ ~ (~ - ~)  (y - yj+~) + C'o~ (y - yj+~)~ 
+ e~: (~-  ~)  ~J~ - ~j~ +Col (y yj+l) - -  j -  Co0  
~J~ (~ - ~+~)~ + 4~ ~ (~ - X~+l) ~ (y yj+~) C30 
+ 43 (~ _ x~+~)(y _ yj+~)~ + 43  (y _ yj+~)3 
_q3 l -  c~ 3 (x x~+l) (y - Yj+I) + %2 ~Y - YJ+I) 2 + c20 V* _ x~+1)2 + _ A j3 ,  
"" - -  i j3  
+ c',Jo ~ (~ - ~+~) + c~ 3 (y - ys+~) * Coo, 
ij4 (X -- -3 -- fij4 z~+l) ~- ~21 (z - X~+l) 2(y yj) C30 
ij4 (.~ 2 ij4 ~ 3 
+~2 ~-x i+~)(Y -Y J )  +%3 tY-Y~) 
^ij4 /_ ij4 2 
+ 4~o ~(~ - x~+~) ~+ ~ ~* - ~+~) (~ - ~,) + Co~ (~ - ~)  
i 34  ,~ i j4  [~,  __  "" 
+ qO (X -- ~i+1) + ~01 ~ Y~) + C~ao ~" 
(3) 
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For the vectors of coefficients of these cubic polynomials, we adopt the notation 
c~ f i~ ~ . . . .  ~ ~ i~ i~ i~ ~o~o } ~3o ,c2~ ,c~,Cio~3 , (4) --~ C20 ,C l l  ,CIj 2 ,ClO ,Co1 ,C 1 
i = O, . . . , I -  1, j = O, . . . , J -  1, k = 1,2,3,4. 
From Requirements (iv) and (v) for linearity of the derivative in the normal direction in Defi- 
nition 2.1, one deduces that 
i j l  . . . . . .  ~2, = o, 4 2 = o, c;~ ~ = o, 4 ~ = o. (~) 
From Requirements (ii) and (iii) for Cl-smoothness on the diagonal segments (A, C), (B, C), 
(C, D), (C, E) and the edges (A, B), (B, E), (D, E), and (A, D) T~j (notation of Figure 1) in 
Definition 2.1, one deduces that 
4~0 * (~)~ + 4~ 1 (h~) =-~ ,~1~ . ~ +c12 ,,, (~)~ +4 ~ 
i j 2  "" y i j2~x "" -~o (h~) 3-4~ ~ (~)~ ~, -~  ~, (~)2 _4~ 
-- i j l l~x~y . . . .  0 i j2h  x C2 j l  (h~) 2 + (Zll '~i- ' j  + Co j l  (hY) 2 -{- c~Jl 2 (hX) 2 haY "q- ~12 '-i 




i j l r z  f i j l Ly  i j2 rx  __ 3c0J32 
~_ i j2  ~_xty  o_ i j2  2 i j2 tx  i j21~y 
Cl1 f t  i l~ j  4 -  ~'(~02 (by) -- = 0, - -C10 [t i C01 ~j  
. . . . . .  f i j 2~.y  - -  "" C~ j l  4- CoJ3 = (by)3 - c/oJ2 (bY) 2 +~01 '*j CoJo 2 =0,  
i j 1  2_ o f i J  l~ -x l~y  - i j l  . i j 2  ~x~2 9 i j2hx~Y "" 
2 i j l~z  f i j l ky  , ,  f i j 2 tx l~y  2c~J22 _ o i j2hx  _ f i j2 ry  = O,  
c20 '~i q- ~11 ,ej 4- z(z21 '~i '~j  ~-  (bY)  2 ~c20 " i  (;11 '¢j 
. . . .  i j 2  ky  " " 4~o ~-4  2 (h~)= +~11 ,~, -4  2 =0, 
"" ~ f i j11~x l~y q i j l  i j 2  ¢, i j2~.x l .y  - -  3c~J2 (hy) 2 _-O, ~1 (h~)2 4- z¢;12 '~i '~j 4- °t~03 (bY) 2 - c21 (hX) 2 - Ac12 'ti '~j "" 
- (h~) +2%2h¢-c0~ =0.  
(6) 
i j l  "" y i j l  tx  ' " 
C3o (h~)3 -4 J l  1 (h~)2 h, +~12 ~ (~)2  -4~ (h~) ~ 
. . . .  y _ ^i j41.az  " " -4  4 (hT) ~ + 4~ 4 (hT) 2 hj ~2 -~ (h~) 2 + co~  (h~) ~ = o, 
3~J l  ~ ~jl - y , i j l hz  + ci2Jo 1 i j lKx l~y  ± i j l  ~o (~T) ~ - o~2~ (h~) 2 hj  -~ ~2 , (h~) ~ (h~) ~ - ~,  ,o~ ,oj ~ ~o~ (h~) 2 
--v20 \'~i / + el l  [*i I~j 
. . . .  y ~ i j l  i j l hxhy  
--  - -  C l l  '~i '~j 
q_ i j l l~  x i j11~y i j4 tx  ± i j41 .y  
C10 '~i -- ~01 '~j -- el0 rti q- c01 Isj ~ 0~ 
4Jo 1 (h~) ~ + 4~o ' ~ ,~ _ .~ j~ _ \'vi ) -}" wlO i + Co j l  CoJo 4 : O, 
3c~Jo 1 (h~)2 . i jX l .x l .y  '" _ 3C~Jo 4 o~i j4hx I~Y - -  "' : ~21 ,,,,,~ +4 ~ (h~) '~ (h~) ~ + 4 '  (h~) 2 0, -- ~t'21 '~i '~j 
i j l  0 i j l~x l~Y ~ i j lhx  i j l l . y  9 i j4~x A_ i j4Ly  %0 (h~) 2 + Ze2o '°i - = O, 
a4,o~ (~;)2 + 24,o~h; + 4~o, _ 4,0~ = 0, 
c~jl (hX)2 _ o i j l t~mhy q i j l  "" - -~  i j4aXhY - -  3c~ 4 (h~) 2 : O, 
i j l  x 2 ~ i j l t zzy  i j l~_~ 9 i j l~y  i j4 rx  9 ,~ i j4 I~y  
2c~ (h~)  - ZCl~ n~ n j  + c n ,~ - -~o2 '°~ - cn  a~ + ~o~ '°~ = 0, 
i j l  i j l t~x  i j l  _ C~J14 ~-- O. %1 (h~) u + cn  '°i + cm 
(7) 
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. . . .  f i j 3  l,X 2 "" 
4~o ~ (~)3  _4~ (h~)~ h~ +(;~2 ,~, (h~) -~d (~)~ 
_4~0 ~(~)~ +~ ~ 2 ~ .2~ h~ 2 .2 (~) ~-c~. ,  (~)  +~o3 (~Y)~ 
-34~d (h~)~ + ~4~ (h~)~  - ~12~,~, (hy)~ + 4~o ~(h~)2 - ~H'~,~, , + ~o~3 (h~)2 
= O, 
i j 2  ..1- , ,~ij2hxl~Y " " 
-~2o (~)~ _ 4~ (~)2  = o, ~11 '% '~ j  
. . . . . .  i j 3AxAy  ~ ~i j3Ax  _ ~i j3ky  34~ 3 (h~) ~ - 4~ 3 (h~) ~ h~ - ~43o 3 (h~) ~ + ~ ,o~ ,o~ T,~o ,o~ ~o~ ,o~ 
i j 2 .x  ~i j21 .y  
--ClO rti q- (;O1 ~j ----- O~ 
_4~o ~ (h~)~ + 4~o 3(~)2 ,~3.~ . . . .  - ~o  ~ + ~o ~ - ~Jo ~ = o, 
3C~JO 3 (h~)2 , ) f i j 3~.x~.y  "" _ 3C§JO 2 , ) _ i j2AxAy  _ i j2  -~2,  ,,,,,~ +G ~ (q )~ (h~) 2 +o(;2~ ,~,,o~ ~ (h~) 2 =o,  
O i j3hxkY  ± o~i j3k  x i j3~.y  9 i j2hx  ~ i j21 .y  
--6C§J03 (hX) 2 q- -~a21 ~i ~j  T ~"~-20 '~i - (;11 ctj  - ~c20 '~i + (;11 ~j  : 0, 
~4jd (h~)2 _ ~C2o° "~,~, + -1o~J3 _ ~?o ~ = 0, 
ija . . . .  2_  ,).~ja~,~,u 3Coda3 i~2 ,)~d~.x~.v_ 3c~d3 2 (hy) 2 =0,  C21 [/Zi ) ""12 '"i '~j q- (hY) 2 - c21 (hX) 2 q- ~(;12 t~i " j  
o~i j3AX l~Y ~ ~ij31~x 9~i j3Ay  f i J2 i~x ..u O^ i j2Ly  -2c~ ~ (h~)  ~ + o~-~2 'o~ 'o~ 7- '~  'o~ - ".~o~ 'o~ - "~ .o~ - ~'~o~ '~ = O, 
i j 3  i j3hx  i j3  i j2  
C21 (h~) u - Cll " i  + col - col = O. 
(s) 
i j 3  "" y i j3  l~x " " 
~o (h~)3 + 4~3 (~)~ hj + ~12. ,  (bY) ~ + c'o~ 3 (h~) 3 
i j 4  "" y i j4 ,x  i j4  
-~3o (h~) 3 - 4~ ~ (h~)2 ~ - ~2 ,~ (~)2  _ ~o3 (hY)~ 
i j 3  / ,x~2 f i j 3Ax l~Y A- ^ i j3  2 
~2o ~,~ +(;~ ,o,,o~-(;o~ (~) 
= O, 
i j4  ~ i j4Lx  '" i j 4z_x l .y  -~  (h~) ~ h~ (h~) ~ - 3C'o~ (h~) ~ -~J"~'~ "~ - ~ ~, - ~o ~,~ J - ~ ,~,~j - ~o  (h~) ~ = o, 
i j3  l_x i j3  l.Y 
ClO tti "{-CO1 Itj 
i j 4 ,x  " " i j4 ,y  --¢12 t2i (bY) 2 -  350J34 (hY) 3 i j41~xAY 9 i j4  i j41_x C11 '"i 'oj ~C02 (h~)  2 Clo n i = O, . . . . COl n j  
i j 3  i j4 /Ay~3 " " i j4Ly  " " 
coo -(;03 ~,oj J - 4~" (bY) 2 - (;ol ,~j - 4~o 4 =o,  
9 i j3kx l ,  Y ± i j3  "" 3C~JO 3 (hX) 2 + ~"~'21 '~i '~j ~ ~'12 (hY) 2 - 3c§~ 4 (h~) 2 9~ij41~Xl~Y i j4  
c20 '~i - (;11 ~j  - zc21 ni  '~j - - zc20 '~i - ¢11/ t j  
i j 3  i j4  i j4Ay  i j4  
c lo  - c12 (hY)  2 - ClO - ~ '11 ' ° j  : O~ 
"" . i j 3 tx ty  "" i j4  . . . .  2 . i j 4~: l~y  3c0J4 (hy)2  c~ 3 (h~) 2 + zc12 n, aj + 3c~da 3 (hY) 2 - = 0, --C21 (rt i )  -- ZCl2 n, i ,o j  
i j 3 tx  , ) f i j 3z .y  o f i j4hxhY  ac io Ja4(h~)2 ,~ i j4hx  9 f i j41 .y  Cll rti ~- ~(;02 tej z-'t-'12 'oi "~j - -  - -  ~11 '~ i  - -  ~( ;02  t~ j  ~ 0~ 
• " 9 ~ i j4Ly  i j4  ,j3 3c~' (by) 2 o(;o2,~j -Co~ =o.  COl  - -  
(9) 
i,j--1,3 _ C~JO 1 ----- O~ C30 
i,j--1,3 q~i j l Lx  i j l  
C20 --,.,c30 I~ i --C20 ---- O~ 
__  ' "  9 i j l l~x  "" "J-~'~ a4~d (hr) ~ o~o,.  - G ~ o, CIO 
. . . .  i j11_x i j l  ~oo~'~-1'~ _ 4jo ~ (h~)~ _ 4jol (h~)~ _ ~o ,~ - ~oo = o, 
i , j - - l ,3  i j l  -~  O, 
C21 -- C21 
i , j - - l ,3  9 i j lAx  i j l  
Cll - -  ~"C21 '~ i  - -a l l  ----- O~ 
i , j - - l ,3  i j l  i j l l~x  "" = COl -- C21 (hX) 2 -- Cll '-i -- c~ j l  O. 
(10) 
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ci+l, j ,2 i j4 
03 - -  C03 = O~ 
ei+ l,j,2 q f i j41.y _ ,~ij4 = O, 
02 -- ~c03 1~j ~02 
c,+l,j,2_ 3c;J3 4 (hy)2 ,gj:j4r, u " 
O1 - -  = 
"~'02 ,oj -- Cio~ 4 O, 
ci+1,j,2 . . . . . .  i j4 O0 --Co j4 (hY) 3 -C0  j4 (hY) 2 -Co J4h  y-cO0 - - -  O, 
ci+l,j,2 __ c~j?  ---- O, 12 
ci-FI,j,2 _ 2cilj24hy ij4 = O, 11 3 -- Cll 
ci+l, j ,2 ' " ij4~.y i j4 ~o -~5 ~(h~) 2 -~,~j -e l0  =o. 
(11) 
i j3 i,j+1,1 
C30 -- C30 -~- O~ 
ci2Jo 3 ,~ i , j+ l  1l_x i , j+l ,1 
- -  6C30 ' [~i - -  e20 ~ O~ 
~5o~ - s4 '£  1'~ (h~f  - ~2o" " J+~'~, ' ,  - ~,o"J+l'~ = o, 
c~)jo 3 -- c30i'j+1'1 (h~)3 c20fi'J+l'l (h~)2 _~,y+1,1~= i j+l ,1  = O, 
_ _ c lO  t~ i - -  Co0 
"' i , j+ l , l  O ,  C~Jl 3 - -  C21 
c~J3 ~ i , j+ l , l tx  i , j+l ,1 ----- O~ 
- -  Z¢21 [ t  i - -  e l l  
C~J3 c21i'j+1'1 (h~)2 i , j+ l , l z .x  f i , j+l ,1 ~ O. 
_ _ C I I  [ t i  - -  Co1 
(12) 
C~2 q i - - l , j4Ly  
- -  ~u03 I~j 
oZ - 347 'j' (hD 2 -  °'~o2" j-I,j4~,~j 
4g-  4~ ''~' (h~) ~-  4~ ''j' (h~) 2 -  , -1 , j ,~ u0  t t j  
c~J~  
c~Jl 2 9~ i -  l , j4 ky  
- -  ~c12 nj  
cij2 _ d l~l , j4  ~- l , j4~v ,o (.j)2_,~,, '°J 
-- C~3 1'j4 ----- O, 
- 4~ 1'~' = o, 
- 41~'sa  = o, 
- 4o~' J4  = o, 
- c~ ~'j~ = o, 
- ~T  ~ '~ = o, 
-- ci10 1'j4 ---- O. 
(13)  
2.2. L1 Splines 
L1 splines can be created on any quadrangulation r triangulation that allows construction of an 
appropriate finite-dimensional manifold of functions (such as piecewise polynomials or piecewise 
rational functions). We first define bivaxiate L1 splines for this general case and then introduce 
the Sibson-element L1 splines that are the focus of this paper. 
DEFINITION 2.2. BIVARIATE L 1 SPLINES. A function Z(x,  y) is called an L1 spline ff 
{,1 1 I 
, } I z C finite-dimensional manifold of functions that interpolate the given data . 
(14)  
The manifold of functions that we choose for this paper is the linear space of Sibson elements 
on the rectangulation formed by the tensor-product grid defined above. Substituting the second 
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derivatives of expressions (3) into the objective function (14), one obtains 
I -1 J -1  ]] r ~ ~ijll 2 2c~21(y_y j )+c~ min ~-" ~ ( 6c~J01 (x - x i )+  2c20 ]+ 
c'~k ~=0 j----O L J J(x'y)eT~j 
i j I 2 C~J21 + 24~ ~ (x - xi) +~co3 (Y - YJ) + ) dxdy 
+2 24~(x-~,) +4~: + 6~i:(y-y~+~) +2~ ~ ) d~d~ 
-']-/~(x,y)ET~ ( 6C~j03 (Z--Zi4.1)-]- 2c~J03 1-}-2 2C~J: (y -- Y jT I ) - ] -C~ 
+ 2c72 (x-  ~,+~) +6~(y-  y.~) + 2~{ ~)d~dy 
+2 24 " + 24 ) 
] 
(15) 
A Sibson-element L1 spline is a Sibson-element surface that minimizes (15) over all Sibson-element 
surfaces that interpolate the data (xi, yj, z~i), that is, for which, z(xi, yj) = zij or, equivalently, 
. . . .  i j3 i j4 (16) CiOJO 1 _~ Zij , C~JO 2 --_ Zi,j+l, CO0 ~- Zi~_l,j+l, CO0 --- ZiTI,j, 
i -- 0 , . . . ,  I, j -- 0 , . . . ,  J. Existence of Sibson-element L1 splines is a consequence of the conti- 
nuity, convexity, and boundedness from below the objective function (15) [8]. 
3. GEOMETRIC  PROGRAMMING APPROACH 
The nondifferentiability of the objective function ot only prevents us from using any derivative- 
based optimization software to calculate L1 splines, but also makes it difficult o directly charac- 
terize the corresponding optimality condition. In this section, we investigate the use of geometric 
programming to alleviate this problem. 
3.1. Generalized Geometric Programming 
Geometric programming [11,12] is an optimization theory with a wide range of applications. 
In this section, we outline the basic theory of generalized geometric programming. The x and z 
in Section 3.1 are not related to the x and z used elsewhere in this paper. 
3.1.1. Primal program 
In generalized geometric programming, the primal problem is to find the minimizer of a real- 
valued convex function g(x) over the intersection of the function domain E C_ R '~ and a cone 
:~ C_ R n, that is, 
(Primal) - ~ min0(x), (17) 
( 
3.1.2. Conjugate transform 
DEFINITION 3.1. CONJUGATE TRANSFORM. Given a function w(z) with domain W C R n, the 
conjugate transform ofT(z)  is a function w(~) with domain (~ C_ R n, where 
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and 
f l=(  4ER'~Isup[(4'z)-w(z)]<+c~}Zew 
w(¢) = sup [(~,z) - w(z)], V~ E ~/. 
zEW 
For a given function w, if the domain of its conjugate transform is empty, we say that its 
conjugate transform does not exist. 
THEOREM 3.1. (See [11,12].) If a function w(z) with domain W C_ R n is a convex function 
and W is a nonempty convex set, then there exists a conjugate transform of w(z). 
It is known that the conjugate transform of a convex function is convex. Theorem 3.1 and the 
definition of the conjugate transform give us the following important inequality. 
THEOREM 3.2. CONJUGATE INEQUALITY. (See [12].) For each z E W and ~ E f~, 
<¢, z> < ~(z) + ~(¢) 
with equality holding if and only if ~ E 0w(z), the set of subgradients of w at z. 
(18) 
3.1.3. Dua l  p rogram 
Given a convex function g(x) over the domain ~, denoted by ~ : ~, the conjugate transform of 
: ~ is 0 with domain ~, denoted by 0 : ~, where 
= {y E R~lsup[(y'X)xe¢ -9(x) ]  < +oo} 
and 
0(Y) = sup [(y, x) - ~(x)], V y E ~. 
xE~ 
Let flJ be the dual cone of a given cone X, which is defined by 
f l J={yeR ~l (y ,x )>_O,vxex}.  




3.1.4. Opt imal i ty  condit ions 
THEOREM 3.3. OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS. (See [12].) x* and y* are optimal solutions of the 
primal problem (17) and the dual problem (19), respectively, if and only if 
(I) x* E ¢n3¢, y* c~n~.  
(1I) (x*,y*) = 0. 
(III) y* ~ 0g(x*) & {y c R ~ I ~(x*) + <y,x - x*> <_ ~(x), Vx ~ ¢}. 
Optimality Condition (I) indicates primal and dual feasibility. OptimMity Condition (ii) is 
called the "orthogonMity condition". If the primal cone 3~ is a vector space, then its dual cone 
-- 3~ ±. Hence, the orthogonality condition is automatically satisfied and can be omitted. 
Optimality Condition (111) is cMled the "subgradient condition". When both function D : ~ and 
cone X are convex and closed, the primal problem (17) and the dual problem (19) are symmetric 
and the optimality Condition (11I) can be restated as 
(IIIa) x* e 0~(y*) and y* ~ 0~(x*). 
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THEOREM 3.4. (See [12].) If x and y are feasible solutions of the primal problem (17) and the 
dual problem (19), respectively, then 
0 < 0(x) + [)(Y), 
with equa//ty holding if and only ff the optimality Conditions (II) and (III) are satistied. In 
this case, x and y are optimal solutions of the primal problem (17) and dual problem (19), 
respectively. 
We denote the relative interior of a convex set ~ by ri(~) = {x E aff(~) I 3 e > 0, (x + eB) 
aff(~) C ~}, where aff(~) is the a fne  hull of ~ [14] and B is the Euclidean unit ball in R ~, i.e., 
B = (x I I1~11~ < 1, x e ~}.  
THEOREM 3.5. If the dual problem (19) has a feasible solution y* ~ ri(~) and infve~n~ 9 b(Y) < 
+co, then the primal problem (17) has a nonempty soIution set and 
0= inf 9(x)+ inf 0(y). 
x~n~ y~n~ 
3.2. Geometric Programming Framework for L1 Splines 
From Section 2.2, generating a bivariate cubic L1 spline is equivalent to solving a nonlinear 
programming problem with a convex feasible region and a nondifferentiable convex objective 
function. One can hardly apply traditional nonlinear programming technique directly to this 
nonsmooth optimization problem. However, this problem can be put into a geometric program- 
ming framework consisting of a differentiable convex dual program and a linear program. Both 
of them can be solved by many available methods. 
3.2.1. P r imal  problem 
In the form given in (15), the primal objective function g(c) for L1 splines is not separable, 
that is, some variables appear in more than one term in the objective function. To make this 
objective function separable so that we can calculate the conjugate transform of the objective 
• ~ijl ~ij2 ~'" function more conveniently, we introduce four additional variables c12, t;21 , c~J23, and c2t-iJa for the 
four triangles in each rectangle Tij and impose on these variables the constraints 
~j l  = C~J21, (20) 
- j2 = 4 2, (21) C21
=  72, (22) 
-i34 "" c21 = c~ 4. (23) 
By a slight abuse of the notation introduced in (4), we redefine for the rest of this paper the 
original ten-dimensional vector c ijk of coefficients of z~Jk(x,y) to be an 11-dimensional vector 
that includes an additional variable 
c/~k Ice, k, i~k ijk ijk ~jk i3k iCk ijk ~k ~jk ~jkl ~-- [. uu C21 , C10 , Co1 , C30 , C20 , C12 , C(j 3 , C02 , C12 , e l l  j~, (24) 
for k = 1,3 and 
ci jk  ]. c00 ' f  i jk c~J2k'" i jk i jk i jk i jk i jk i jk i jk ~~k ~jk ] (25) 
= Clo ,Co1 ~C30 ,C21 ,C20 ~e03 ~C02 ~C21 ~ C11 ] 
for k = 2, 4, i = 0, . . . ,  I - I, j = 0, . . . ,  J - 1. We denote the vector of all of the coefficients of 
the LI spline by 
C (cO01 002 003 004 011 012 013 014 ----- C ,C ,C ;C ,C ,C ,C ; 
... ; C-1,J-1,1, C-1j-1,2, C-1,J-1,3, d- l j -1,4)T (26) 
(ordering with loop on j index inside loop on i index). 
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The manifolds over which C i j l  , C i j2 , C ij3, and c i~4 vary are 
Z i j l  -~ {Zi j}  X {0} X R 9 C R 11, 
¢~ = {z~,~+l} × {0} x R 9 c R u ,  
Z ij3 = {Z i+ l , j+ l}  X {0} X R 9 C R 11, 
¢~¢4 = {z~+~,~} × {0} × R 9 c R n ,  
respectively. Hence, c is in the Cartesian product of the Ei~, that is, 
I -1  J -1  4 
~ = ~I  ~ I  ~ ~iJk ~ ~ 44 Ix J .  
i=O j=O k=l 
In this case, the constraints of (5) and (16) axe automatical ly satisfied for any c ~ E. Moreover, 
the C 1 smooth constraints (6)-(13) and (20)-(23) can be treated as a cone constraint, since they 
can be expressed as 
Ac = 0, (27) 
where ,4 is the coefficient matr ix of homogeneous linear system (6)-(13) and (20)-(23). We define 
the cone :~ to be the null space of matrix ,4 for the primal problem, i.e., 
where 
~: = {cl  Ac = o).  
The primal objective function now becomes 
I -1  J--1 4 
= E E 
i=O j=0 k=l 
I -1  J -1  4 
- -  ~ ,yy  ~xy  
i=0 j=0 k=l 
i j  1 xx (c i j l )  = 
~J~ (c'J~) = 
~J~ (c'J~) = xy 
.tJ~ (c'J ~) = 
~:  (c ~:) = 
072 (¢'3~) = 
~iJ: (¢" )  = 
CJ~ (c~)  = xy 
J(~,y)~TCj 64j°~ (x - x~) + 24~011 dx ~y, 
ff(~ 2c?~ (x - x,) + 64~ (y -  yj) + 24~ ~ dxdy, 
,~)eT5 
,y)eT~j 
f~,y)~T~ 6~o~ ~ (y - yj+,) + 24~ ~ d~ dy, 
2/ f (~ 2~ ~ (~ - ~)  + ~'~ d~ dy, ,y)eT~ 
ff(~ i ja[  ,~)~ 64Jo 3(~ - x~+~) + 2~2o I dxdy, 
ff(:~,y)ET~ 2a~j23 (X -- X/+l) + 6C~J3 3 (y - Yj+I) + 2c~j2 3 dx dy, 
(2s) 
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ff(~ 64J0' (x - x,+l) + 24~'(y - yD + 2c704 exdy, 
xy J~ (x,y)ET:~ 
The modified objective function (28) is hence separable and the primal problem is 
(Primal) ~ min 9(c), (29) 
L 
3.2.2. Dua l  p rob lem 
Let K~j = (1/12)h~h~.. For k = 1, 3, denote the dual vector corresponding to c ~jk by 
diJk = lfAiJk~°°' ~21 "4ijk , ~*10, Ai jk  d;~ k, . . . .  diaJo k, ~ijk ,~ijk ~03 "4ijk , ~02 Aijk, risk Aijk ~ ~20 ~ ~12 ' ~12 ~11 
and, for k = 2, 4, denote the dual vector corresponding to c ~jk by 
diJk ~.4ijk ilijk .4ijk ,4ijk ,4iJk ,4ijk Aijk .4ijk .4ijk ~ijk .4iJk~ 
i = 0 , . . . ,  I - 1, j = 1 , . . . ,  J - 1. The vector of dual variables can be expressed as 
d = (d °m , d °°2 , d °°3, d°°4; d °ll , d °12, d °13, d°la; 
(30) 
. , .  ; d I - l ' J - l ' l  , dI -1 , J -1 ,2 ,  d l - l , J -1 ,3 ,  d l - l , J -1 ,4 )  T 
with the same ordering (loop on j indices inside loop on i indices) as in the vector of primal 
variables (26). 
Denote the conjugate transform o fg(c )  : E by b(d) : ~ and the conjugate transform of 
9~jk(cUk) : ~ijk by biJk(d ijk) : ~i jk .  By the definition of the conjugate transform, we have 
I--1 J--1 4 
i=0 j=0 k=l 
where I}iJk(d i~k) needs to be further defined. 
Now, for k = 1, 
[,)@l (di J l)= sup [<d,Jl,c,Jl>- gi.¢l (~'jl)] 
= sup  dijoic + sup [a=l ~,  J + sup L~XO ~lO J 
+ sup. ["Ol col J + ,,,sup,,, ["30 c3o + d2Jol C~o 1 - .,== nij l  (di J l )  J (32) 
c~eR cao ,C2o eR 
F,U1 i j l  " "  " . i j l  i j l  giyjyl (d i j l~]  + sup [a12 C12 -~- a~0 j l  C0J31 + a02 c02 -- \ / j  
i j l  i j l  i j l  
C:12 i~OS i¢02 ~R 
[ ,~ i~3~ . . . . .  . -u~ , j l  _ ,~1  (d~l ) l  
a12 ~Cll ~R 
L 
In order to make t~ ijl (d i j l)  < -t-oo, each of the seven terms in (32) should be finite. Since c~01 = zi~ 
is a fixed real number, the first term is always finite and the supremum is given by dloJolzij. For the 
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" '  r.iJ1 ijl~ "" ijk = 0, d~l I can be any real number and supc~{teR[a21 C21 I --- 0. Since C~Jo ~second term, since 521 
can be any real number, the only value of d~0 ~ that makes the third term finite is 0. Hence, 
r . i j l  i j l~ "' r . i j l  i j l~ = 0. Similarly, in the fourth term, d~ jl = 0 and supg{~eR[aol cmj = 0. SUPc~o~ R[alO ClO] 
Consequently, 
"" [ . i j l  i j l  ..L,4 i j l  i j l  "" Oi31(diJl) =doJotzij+ sup [aaocao .~2oC~o -g~J (d'31)] 
i j l  i j l  
C30 ,C20 E-~ 
r .~ j l  . jl ijl . i j l  i j l  "" J l  + sup [a12 c12 + %3 Coa + %2 Co~ - lt/vJy 1( dijl 
C12 IC03 ,C02 ~ 
+ sup L~12 c12 -[-~11 ell - uxy ( d/it 
~ijl i j l  
C12 ~Cll ~R 
j l  h ~1 20~ (d 'j~) = d~o z,~ + o~J: (d ':jl) + (d ijl) + vyy 
It can be shown that hij l (di j l )  = O, hiJl(dijl~ -= O, hijl(dijl~ = 0 .  Thus, ".'a:X 7yy  k- -  ] ",'~y \ - -  .' 
~ijl (dijl) = d~Jo lzij. (33) 
Similarly, 
big 2 (diJ 2) = d~oJo2Zi,j+,, 
O~,.~a (diJ3) .# j3  t~O0 z~i+l,j+l, 




By substituting (33)-(36) into (31), we obtain the dual objective function 
I - - i  ,]--1 4 
O(d) = E E E OiJk (di~k) 
i=O j=O k=l  
I--1 J-1 
~ .#j2 ~ .~ij3 ~. ,4ij4~ 
= E E z i jd ; Jo l  AF / " i , j - I - lU ' °°  .-I-.~,i-l-l,j-t-lix, oo -t-..¢,~.-t-1,.7u, oo ) ,  
i=O j=O 
(37) 
the domain of which is 
where 
I--1 J - i  4 
~ = H H ~ ~i jk  C R44,xJ'  
i=0  j=0 k=l  
~jk  = R x R x (0} × {0} x Q~jk x ~ jk  x C~ jk - -xx - -yy - -xy , 
i ---- 0 , . . . , I -  1, j = 0 , . . . , J -  1, k =- 1,2,3,4, and 
'" I ,d i j ld i j l  , ( ~d2JolX~3 ( 3  
f l : J l=t \  3o, 2o jER2 I X-hihj ] 
1+~)  <_ t(h~ )2h~ hTh~ ' 
( 1+ h~ hj ] < + - (h~) 2 hg ) 
1- h~h~] <- t(h~) hj h~h~ 
(hi) hc] 
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where 
where 
0 ial = d12, d n e z y - :c u 2 h i hj -~Y "2 + h~h a)  < " - -  + + h~ (h a ) ~ ' 
h~ hj ] < + 
={( #~ #a R ~ --YY'Qijl d~J21, 03, 02 ] ~ ] 
~/j~ :> _¢ou + ¢~jl + 3K~j - 3 ¢(-2Ki5) 
¢~a~ < _~/J~ + ¢~a~ _ 3K~j + 3 ~/ ( -2gq)  (~J~ + g~5) (¢q~ - K , ) ,  
C/at _> _~ij~ + ¢ial + 3gia - 3 ~//(-2Ki5) (~ial _ Ki j )  (¢i51 ÷ Kia), 
¢ijl ~_ ~i51 ÷ ~)ijl _ 3K~j + 3~2Ki j  (~i5~ _ Kq)  (¢i j l  _ K/a) ' 
¢~51_> ~/j l+ ¢ i j l+ 3K ia -3  ~//2K/j (¢iJl ÷ Ki j ) (¢  ial + K/y)} , 
(¢ql _ Kq) (¢q~ + K~5), 
Aij 1 
3h~' 
¢i j l  4 j l  d~J31 
= 2h~ -~h~'  
• . Aijl dioJ21 cq l  = d~ ~ + ~o3 
2hT 6h~. 2 ' 
~ij2 ~ [Ai52 Ai52 Aia2~ R ~ 
~i52 < _¢ij2 + ¢q2 _ 3Kij + 3¢(-2Ki5) 
~i52 ~ _¢ij2 + ¢q2 + 3K~j - 3 ~/(-2Kq) 
~bi52 < _~i52 + ¢ij2 _ 3Ki5 + 3 ~/(-2Kq) (~52 + Ki j )  (¢i52 _ Kij), 
¢i52 _> _~i52 + ¢ia2 + 3Kij - 3 ¢ ( -2Kq)  (~52 _ Kij) (¢ia2 + Kis), 
¢i52 _< ~ia2 + ¢ij2 _ 3K~a + 3 ¢2Kia (~ij2 _ K~a) (~)ia2 __ Kia), 
¢,52 > ~ij2 + ¢452 + 3K ia -  3 ¢2Ki5 (~ '52 + Kq) (¢  'j2 + g,5)},  
(¢~j2 + Kq) (¢~j2 _ Kq), 
(¢q2 _ Kq) (¢q2 + K~5), 
~ij2 = d§Jo 2 
3h~' 
¢q2= d~ 2 
2h~ 6h~ 
.. ,4ij2 d~Jo 2 + ~2o 
2 
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~ij2 = { 
YY 
xx 
~21,  I ÷ hxh~]  (hX) 2 h y 
(2  ~ 4d~2 ~ 3 < ~ 6d~Jl 2 ~ll~'4ij2__jr_ ) 2 }
-- x 2 y ~ Y hihj ) \(hi) h3 h,h~ 
~.[d'~203, d~j22) ~ R~ (1 -  h~hY ]2d~°j2~3 <- + h~ (h~.)2)2d~Ja2-~ , 
( l + hi hj ] < 
1 + hi h~ ] < .~,~o3 ~-~ _ ~(~)~ , 
1 x ~ < ""03  _ _  + 
- -  x Y 2 x Y h i h~ h i (hi) h i h~ 
.liJa .4~J3 ~ R 2 '*30 ~20 ] ~ 
1 + ~)  ___ 




x2y  ~Y (h i) hj h ih~ 
,)Aij3 ~Aij3 
_ ~"~30 "~20 
2 ~ h i h# (hi) h3 = u 
6AiJ2 2 )  2 ~11 
h i hj 
x y 2 x y - h i (hi) hi hj ] < + h i h~ 
¢*12 ~ '03  ~ -R3 
~ij3 < _•ij3 + ¢ij3 _ 3Kij + 3 ~//(-2K~) (¢ij3 + Ki~) (¢ij3 _ Ki~), 
~j3 > _¢i j3 + ¢ij3 + 3Kij - 3 ~/ ( -2K i j )  (¢ij3 _ Kij) (¢ij3 + Ki¢), 
¢ij3 ~ __~ij3 ÷ ¢ij3 __ 3Kij + 3 ~/(-2Kij) (~ij3 + Kij) (¢~j3 _ K~j), 
¢i~3 _> _~ija + ¢~ja + 3gi~ - 3 ~/(-2Kij) (~ija _ Kij) (¢ija + Kij), 
¢ij3 < ~ij3 + ¢ij3 _ 3Ki~ + 3 ~/2Kij (~ij3 _ Kij) (¢ij3 _ Kij), 
¢ij3 >_ ~3 + ¢~3a + 3g i j -  3 ~f2K~j (~ ~ja + Kij) (¢ ~s + Ki j )},  
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where 
~Jz _ d~o~ 3 
3h~' 
~ = _d~ ~ + - -  
2h~ 
¢~.~ _ d~J2 ~
2h~ 
6h~' 
do~3 3 #j3 ~02 
6h~ 2 ' 
"" f [,4iJ 4 Aij4 ,4ij4~ R3 
~j4 < _¢~4 + ¢~j4 _ 3K~j + 3 ~/(-2K~j) (¢~ + K~j) (¢~ - K~j), 
~4 >__ ¢~4 + ¢~j4 + 3K~j - 3 ~/(-2K, j) (¢~ - K~) (¢~t + K~), 
¢~j4 _< _~ + ¢~ _ 3K~ + 3 ~/(-2K~3) (~ + K~) (¢~ - K~), 
¢~j4 _> _~j4 + ¢~4 + 3K~ - 3 ~/(-2K~j) (~  - K,~) (¢~4 + K~), 
¢~4 <__ ~4 + ¢~4 _ 3K~ + 3 ~2K~ (~j4 _ K~) (¢~j4 _ K~), 
q~ij4 ~ ~ij4 q_ ~)ij4 _[_ 3Ki j  - 3¢2K O ((,j4 + K, j)(¢i j4 _.[_ K i j )  } , 
where 
,# j 4 d~ jo4 ~04= ~o + 
3h~. 2 ' 
¢ i j4=d i2  j4 di3204 di2Jo 4
2h~ 6h T 4 ' 
,#J~ d§~o~ d~Jo 4¢ij4 ~ °°21 
2h~ + 6h--T. ~ 4 ' 
{ 
(1 4d~4 ~3 6~ j4 1) 2 } 
(h~) 2 hj 
{ ( --yy ~'~03 , R2 ~d/J24~ < 
- h, (hi) ] 
( 1 + h~h~. ] <- ~-7-;-~2 ~ u , \h,(hj) h, hj 2 
1+ h~h~. ] < + ~ ~'--'''''~ ' - h i (h i )  
It can be shown that the sets f]idk oijk and .O. ijk axe all convex. :~x ~ ~xy ~ --yy 
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Therefore, the dual problem becomes 
(Dual) ~ min O(d), (38) 
[ 
where the dual cone ~ is the row space of the matr ix A defined in (27). This dual problem is a 
convex programming problem with a linear objective function and convex cubic constraints. One 
can apply any general-purpose nonlinear solver to find a dual solution. 
3.2.3. Dua l  to pr imal  t rans format ion  
By Theorem 3.3, a primal optimal solution can be obtained from a dual optimal solution d* 
of problem (38) by satisfying the optimality conditions 
(I) c* E end ,  d* c ~n~) ;  
(II) {c*,d*) = 0; 
(III) c* e Oh(d*). 
By the definition of X and !0, Condition (II) is automatical ly satisfied. Thus, the primal optimal 
solution c* is a vector such that 
c* E ¢N :~n 0[~ (d*). (39) 
Now let us find 0I~(~l) for any given dual vector ~l. For any ~I • ~ and ",/• 0O(~l), let 
.~ : (~/001, .~002, ~003, ~¢004; A/011, ~/012, ~/013, ~014; 
. . . ; "~I-1'J- l'1, "~[l-1'J-1'2 .~[I-1,J-1,3, .~[I-1,J-1,4 ) , 
with the same ordering (loop on j indices inside loop on i indices) as in (26) and (30) and where 
f .ijk ijk _iJk _~jk _iJk _iJk .i Jk ~jk _~Jk : i jk  k ./ija 
: 1.'}'00 , }'21 , )'10 , 701 , ~'30 , ")'20 , "}'12 , 703 , "Y02 , "~'12 , 7~ j j , 
for k = 1, 3, 
f i jk _ i jk ijk _ i jk ijk i3k ijk . i j k  ijk =ijk k}  .Ii3e 
~- ]'}'00 ,'[12 ,'Yl0 ,'~01 ,730 ,'Y21 ,')'20 ,'Y03 ,']02 ,')'21 , ' ) '~  , 
for k = 2,4, i=O, . . . , I - l , j  = 0 , . . . , J -  1. 
From the definition of subgradient, 7 satisfies 
• " _ ~jk and "y0~ k can be any real numbers. Assume d is a vector, Aijk and do~ k can only be zero, rl0 Since ~10 
the elements of which are the same as the given vector c1 except for the component d0J01 = ~J01 +~, 
where 5 can be any real number. Then 
"y, d - = loo ", 
Since 5 can be either a positive or a negative number, we have 7~ 1 = zij. Based on a similar 
argument, we have 
"~ioJ02 : Zi,j+l, 
~[oJo 3 ~ Zi+l,3+l ~ 
~f~j4 = Zi+l,j" 
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Let d be a vector, the elements of which are the same as the given vector cl except for the 
,.tijl ,~ijl component "21 = "~2~ + 5, where 5 can be any real number. Then 
% d - = v21 u, 
Since 5 can be either a positive or a negative number, we have from (40) that ~ = 0. Analo- 
. i j2 ,,[ij3 = O, a2ld i j4 gously,-h2 = 0, 2~ h2  = 0. 
Let d be a vector, the elements of which are the same as the given vector el except for the 
ai3~ and aiJ~ Then components ~ 0 ~20 • 
Q"~,d - a) = I30"ijl (di3Jl _~3Jo 1) .±ijl.},20 (d~Jo 1 - d'/;,Jol) , 
0(d) -  0 (a )=0.  
Formula (40) now becomes 
( i3J01 ) i j l( ~) (Aijl Aijl~ .~ijl - d + - _ < o, V ) e (41) 
If we consider condition (41) in the two-dimensional [Aijl ~lijlh f_ i j l  _ i j l \  ~30,  20 ~ space, then k'r30, "~20 g must lie 
in the normal cone of ~i~1 at point (d^~o , ~0~). Note that ~ is bounded by four cubic curves 
y-~ijl ( 9~d~Jl ~ 3 ~ 2d~'; 1 - ~20 RAij I
C~J~ (~4 : 1 - 2d~?01~3= ~ 2d~Jo 1 - 64J01 
2 ' 
~ijl ^'j l  [~ i j l  i j lh  (0, 0). If (d30 , d~0 ) is an interior point ~.~f --xxOiJl, then obviously \-30 , I20 ] = 
Otherwise, if (~!jl ^'" Cij l  mijl Cij l  30, d~J01) is a boundary point on the curve ~i j l  but not on or ~xxl  xx2, ~xx3,  xx4~ 
then one normal vector of f~3~ is 
"~1 = (h~y 2h~ (hT) 2 h~ ) '  1 - h~h~ ) ] 
, ijl ^ijl~T xijl~iJt for some A~J~ > 0. Hence, (q'30 ,/20 ] --..xx.lxxl, 
(~i j l  ~i j l~ K~ijl but not on or c i j l  miJ 1 f~i j l  Similarly, if ~30,  ~20 / is a boundary point on the curve ~xx2 xx l ,  "'xx3, Vxx4, 
then one normal vector of ~ is 
x 2 y 
x 2 y 
g_ i j l  _ i j l , ,T  , , i j l~ i j l  for some u i j l  > O. Hence, \'}'30 , r~'20 ) ~ ~xx "lxx2 r"xx -- 
T 
~2o + ~ I + 
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?ijl "" dTijl but  not  on ~ j l  Cidl t'Tijl then one If (d3o ,~01) is a boundary  point  on the curve ~'==3 ~=1,  ==2, or ~z=4, 
normal  vector of .0. i~I is --a:=
( T 
[^i j l  ^,/jl~T ' idl~ij l  for some u/~z ~> 0. Hence, k 13o , I20 ] ~ vxz  "1==3 
CiJt  Cidt CiJ~ "" (~ijl but  not  on or then one I f  (4J01,d~ i t )  is a boundary  point  on the curve "- ==4 ==~, ==2, ==3, 
normal  vector of fl~¢2 is 
° 
, i j l  . id l~T _ ~ i j l~ i j l  for some _ i j l  > O. Hence, k730 ,r20 ) -- 'xx qz=4 Vxx - 
, i~l ~1~ (the normal  cone of fl~d~) is of the form In summary,  k730 , v20 ) 
i j l  \ 
"~'30 ~-  ~i j l _ _ i j l  , , i j l~ i j l  i j l  i j l  i j l  i j l  
~, i j l  ] zx 'ttzxl + Px= '°z=2 + V~= nzz  3 + Tz= nxz  4 
t20 / 
~ij l  , , i j l  wijl --ijl > 0, where for some ..z= , t-x=, -== , J =x - 
if (4 o',4 o ')
i j l  i j l  [d i j l  d i j l~  
nzz2 = ~1==2, if \~30,  ~20 / 
n~:3=~?:Jxla, if (d~Jo', d~Jol ) 
if ') 
is on the curve C~l l ,  
is on the curve C~½, 
is on the curve C i~,  
is on  the curve C~J=½, 
• i j l  otherwise nxx 1 (0, 0)T; 
u l  = (0 ,0 )T ;  otherwise nxz  2 
_u~ = (0 ,0 )T ;  otherwise ~%=3 
i j l  = (0 ,0 )  T. otherwise *~==4 
and 
The normal  cones of O ~jl o i J l  and f~idk O~jk O~jk k = 2, 3, 4, which can be derived in an 
analogous manner ,  are presented in Append ix  A. Therefore, we know that  any "~ E 0D(cl) must 
be of the following form: 
^ i j2  ~,ij3 ,i34 
~JO 1 = Z i j ,  I00 : Z i , j+ l ,  lO0 : Z i+ l , J+  1, lO0 ----" Z i+ l , j ,  
_ i j2  "" _ id4 -~ 0, ~,ijk ~,idk unrestr icted,  i j l  ~-- O, "Y12 ~ 0, .y~j3 ~ 0, ")'12 110 , r0t I21 
("{iJO 1 )  ~ i j l~ i j l -  i j l  i j l  ~ , , i j l  i j l  ~ i j l~ i j l  
i j l  ~-- "'=z '~zzl -t- #=m n=x2 T b'x= "~=x3 @ 'xx W6xx4, 
720 
i _  i j l  \ 
"}'12 
i j l  | _ l i j l~ i j l  k , , i j l~ i j l  I y i j l • i j l  i31 i j l  ~ i j l~ i j l  . ~h i j l~ i j l  
/03 / - -  ~'yy #~yyl T t~yy "~yy2 q- yY yy3 q- Tyy nyy  4 ~- Odyy "~yy5 -r- Wyy '~yy6,  
_ i j l  I 
V02 / 
=i j l  \ 
/12  
i j2  \ i j2~i j2  ,,ij24r i j2  q_ .,i32~.~ij2 .r i j2 i j2  t , , i j 2~ i j2  _~_ M, i j2~, i j2 
')03 ~" ~'x= "~=xl q- t~xx ' ~x=2 Vxx ' ~x=3 -~ '== ' ~xx4 T ~xx  # ~=x5 Wxx ' ~==6~ 
_ i j2  
U'02 
(42) 
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_ i j2  \ 
('Y30 ~ __ ~i j2~i j2  , , i j2~i j2  piJ2niJ2 ~ i j2~i j2  
- ij2 ] -- "'yy '"yyl -~ ~yy '~'yy2 ~- yy yy3 ~- 'yy '~'yy4, 
\ ' Y20  / 
: i j 2  \ 
i _  ij3 ,, "~30 ~ ,,ij3 ij3 .j_ , i j3n i j3  ±,  ij3 ij3 ~ i j3_ i j3  
ij3 ] ----- Axx ~xx l  ~ ~xx xx2 T ~XX '~'XX3 -~- ~XX "H'XX4' 
"}'20 1 
"}'12 
ij3 ~ ~ij3,n ij3 - -  ij3 ij3 vij3r$ ij3 _1_ _ i j3_ i j3  _~ 5dij3~ij3 jr ,u~ij3T~ ij3 
"}'03 "'yy '"yyl "¢" ~yy nyy2 ~- yy yy3 v Vyy "~$yy4 yy yy5 Wyy yy6, 
^ i  j3 
/o2 
z i j3  \ 
- ij3 ] ~ JxY ~xy l  "~ ~xy nxy2~ 
\ '~11 / 
"}'12 
,.,ij4 Aij4.r~ij4 . ij4 ij4 t~ij4,~ij4 Tij4,~ij4 ~_ o j i?n i J :5  ~_ M, i j4,~ij4 
I 03  = xx  °~xx l  -F ~;= 'lr't, xx  2 -F xx  °~xx3 Jr- xx  °~xx4 Wx= °"xx6 ,  
_ i j 4  
"}'02 
130 = Aij4,~ij4 ij4__ij4 l] i j4~ ij4 m ~i j4~i j4  
ij4 yy "~yyl -~ ~yy 7&yy2 "~ yy yy3 ~ 'yy ":'yy4, 
")'20 
/21 = /~ij4 ij4 ij4 ij4 
~{44.. xy nxy l  Jr ~xy nxy2,  
A i j l  tt.ijl i j l  i j l  - i j l  i j l  i j l  i j l  i j l  ,~l~ijl ~ i j l  Hij l  ~ O, 
xx , r"xx , l/xx , Txx , Ayy ~ ~yy , l]yy ~ T~y ~ 03yy , wyy , --xy , ~xy -- 
A ~j2 ij2 ij2 ij2 ij2 "" .. ij2 ij2 i j2 ij2 .~ ij2 ij2 
Aij3 ij3 ij3 ij3 ",ij3 ij3 ij3 ij3 ij3 ~hij3 ",ij3 ij3 == , #== , v=~ , T~= , .%~ , ~ , ~ , V~u , WUU , ,~  , .~=~ , ~::~ >_ O, 
Aij4 Hij4 ij4 ij4 "" ,~hij4 ,,ij4 ij4 ij4 ij4 ~,ij4 ij4 ~j4 > O. ==,  r '== ~ u[~= , "r[~= , wx= ~ Axy , ~xy l/yy , Tyy ~ Ayy , ~yy , 
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(42)(cont.) 
(~.- ~)] ) 
(~ - ~)]) 
Thus, we have an explicit expression for 0b(cl) at any given dual vector cl. 
I - - i  J--I 
+E z x: {r-,;~ (4 L.~o 
i=O j=O k=l,3 
r,.,,.,.,~ (4"  - ,4~ '< ) +,,"< + L-12 ,o3 
+[12 
I --1 J --1 
i=0 j=0 k=2,4 
r_,J,< r.,,~,< ~, ,~,<~ . .  + i_Yo3 t,-o3 -'~o3 ) + ~,~k 
On the other hand, it is easy to show that any vector 7 of the above form is a subgradient 
of [)(cl), since 
I --1 3--1 
<~,"-~/: ~ z [~,, po'o ~ -~:)+~,. ,  (~o ~ -~o{ ~) 
i=0 j=0  
+z,+ 1 . ,  (~o 3 - ~:)  + z,+,~ (~o ~ - ooo ~ ~~ ] 
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For i = 0 , . . . , I -  !, j = 0 . . . .  , J -  1, let 
~01 (jtiji .ijl ~iji ~.iji ~ijl . iji ijl ijl iji d~Ol xiJi [i/jyl) T 
7rij2 / , . i j2  i j2 ij2 ij2 ij2 r i j2  .,ij2 ij2 i j2 i j2 ,,ij2 i j2 T = b%~,  ~:~,  u~,  ~ '~,  ~,  W~,  ,%~, #~,  v~v,  ~'y~, ~,  ~ ) , 
7~ij3 I~,ij3 ij3 i j3 _ i j3 ,,ij3 "" ta~,~txz , l ]~ ,Txx ,Ayy , i . tTy .~ ij3 i j3 ij3 d;ij3 ) i j3  03  T 
7rij4 (~ i j4  Hij4 ~,ij4 i j4 i j4 - - i j4  )~ij4 H.ij4 . i j4 _ i j4  x i j4  i j4 T 
-~ " , , "xx  ~ r":r,= ~ -xx  ~ 7"xx ~ Wxx ~ Wxr~ ~ " "yy  ~ r 'yy  ~ Uyy  ~ "~ yy  ~ A~:y  ~ I .~xy ) 
Putting the geometric programming primal solution c together with (42), c is in the set E ~ ~ 
0b(d) if and only if there exist ~rO~, i = 0 , . . .  , I -  1 and j = 0 , . . . ,  J - 1, such that the following 
set @ is not empty. 
(I ~ zl 
4 '~ 01 ij2 ij3 _ i j4 ~ 
E --~ U~ COO -'~ Zij~ COO ~" Zi,j+l~ COO ~ ~i+l,j-bl~ tOO ~" "~i+l,j~ 
i j l  ~ i j2 i-, i j3 ^ ij4 ~ i jk  i jk  . • . 1 
C21 ~-~ U~ C12 --~ U~ C21 ~--- U~ C12 = o, Clo ~Col unreszrlel;ea, 
7rOk _ 0, i =0 , . . . , I -  1; j =0 , . . . , J -  1, 
/ vi i  1 N 
[ 30 ~_  ~i j l  i j l  ± , , i j l ,~ i j l  ± , , i j l ,~ i j l  ± , , . i j l , .~ i j l  
20 
| i j l  | _ ),i j l,r~ijl .3 - , , i j l n i j l  ± , , i j l ,~ i j l  ± , i j l , r ,  i j l  ± , , , i j l ,~ i j l  ± ,u , i j l n i j l  
\4Q / 
i ~i j :  \ 
| , f i j 2 |  _ ~ij2.rji J2 ± , , i j2~i j2  ± , , i j2,~i j2 ±~.i j2,r ,  i j2 ±o . ) i j2n i j2  ± ,d, i j2n i j2  
1~30 ] - - "xx '~xx l~&xx '°xx2r~'xx ' °xx3"  'xx  '~xx4 ~ xx ~x5 ~ Wxx xx~' 
I i j 21  
\ C2o / 
i j2  
({203 ~ __ l i j2,¢l i j2 ± ,,ij2~,,.jij2 ± ,,ij2q,.,ij2 ± Ti j2 ,~i j2 




/ ciJ 3 \ 
30 ~ __ )~j3.r~ij3 ± ,,ij3,r, i j3 ~ ,,ij3..~ij3 j_ T i j3n i j3  
I i j3 I - -  "'xx °~:r.xl T I~XX '°XX2 F VXX '"XX3 * X:~ XX4~ 
\ C20 / 
[ i j3 | __ l i j 3~ i j3  A.. , , i j3,~i j3 ± ,,ij3,r, i j3 ± +ij3,,~ij3 A- ,.,ij3~,~ij3 4- "ffJiJ3nij3 
t 4{ ] 
I 7, i j3 \ 
f ""12 '~ = ~31..~31 JF , / J3n~:2 ,  
/ , j J4 l  _ ~i j4~ ij4 .2_ ,, i j4,n i j4 L , , i j 4~ i j4 ± ~ij4,,,~ i j4 A.-,.,ij4~. i j4  4- q/j i j4~ i j4  
\ do ] 
. ij4. 
(C03 "~ __ ~ij4,~ ij4 ~ ,,ij4,~ ij4 ± . , i j4~ i j4  ± Tij4T$iJ4 
f i j4 ] - -  "'YY '~yyl T I~yy #~yy2 T Vyy ~':'yy3 7 yy yy4~ 
\ C02 / 
/ f f j4 \ 
[ 21 ~ __ l i j 4 ,  i j4 ± .ij4,~.~ij4 
i j4 I - -  "'xy "~xyl T I'~xy "°xy2" 
k cii / 
(43) 
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We find a solution of (43) by solving the optimization problem 
{ min~,~k [Cll , (44) 
(T) s.t. c, 7r i-4k E ~, 
where I" I1 represents the gl norm of a vector. The objective function of (44) is the regularization 
term mentioned in [8]. Other objective functions could also be used. Optimization problem (44) 
can easily be rephrased as a linear programming problem and linear programming methods [15] 
can be used to find a primal optimal solution from a dual solution. 
4. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
To illustrate the shape-preserving capabilities of L1 splines, we present computational results 
for four examples obtained using the solver MINOS 5.5 running on parallel workstations at 
Northwestern University in Evanston, Illinois. For each example, we solved problem (38) to 
obtain a dual optimal solution d* and then solved problem (44) to obtain a corresponding primal 
optimal solution x*. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. SINGLE PEAK. The data are x~ = i, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, yj = j,  j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 
{Zij} : 
[ ooo ] 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 . 
0 0 0 





................. i ..... ........... i ..... 
0 0 
EXAMPLE 4.2. PILLAR. 
Figure 2. L1 spline for data of Example 4.1. 
The data are xi = i, i = 0,1,2,3,4,5,  yj = j, j = 0,1,2,3,4,5,  
{Zij } 
[i0000;l  0 0  
0 1 1 0 
0 1 1 0 " 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 






EXAMPLE 4.3. STEP ,lUMP. 
Figure 3. L1 spline for data of Example 4.2. 
The data  are xi = i, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, yj = j ,  j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 
{ Zij } -~ 
[ ooo ] 
0 0 0 
1 1 0 . 
1 1 1 






Figure 4. L1 spline for data of Example 4.3. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. PARABOLIC SURFACE. The data  are xi = i, i = 0,1, 2, 3, 4, yj = j ,  j -- 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 
Zij } --~ 
16 18 24 34 
11 17 27 41 
36 6 12 22 . 
3 9 19 33 
2 8 18 32 
503 
0 0 
Figure 5. L1 spline for data of Example 4.4. 
It is beyond the scope of this paper to compare these L1 splines with conventional splines. For 
the data of Examples 4.1 and 4.2 and for data that includes the data of Example 4.3, L1 splines 
have been compared with conventional splines and have been shown to have shape-preservation 
capabilities that greatly exceed the shape-preservation capabilities of conventional splines [8]. 
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From Table 1, one notes that, when using a general purpose solver like MINOS, the size of the 
computational problem and the computing time are quite large even for small sets of 5 x 5 and 
6 × 6 data points. 
5. CONCLUSION 
The geometric programming framework described in this paper provides a complete analytical 
model for bivariate cubic L1 splines. In this model, one sees that calculating the coefficients of 
an L1 spline problem is equivalent to solving a dual convex programming problem with linear 
objective function and convex cubic constraints. The fact that the dual problem is "simpler" than 
the primal problem suggests that theoretical investigation of the shape-preserving properties of 
bivariate cubic L1 splines may be better carried out using the dual solution than using the primal 
solution. This situation has a direct parallel for univariate cubic L1 splines [17]. An investigation 
of the shape-preserving properties (linearity and convexity/concavity) of univariate cubic L1 
splines has been carried out using the dual solution [16]. Given the computational evidence of 
the excellent shape-preserving performance of L1 splines presented in Section 4 of this paper and 
in [8], further investigation of the properties of L1 splines is likely to be fruitful. 
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APPENDIX  A 
THE NORMAL CONE OF  OTHER a ~ 
The normal  cone of ,0 ijl in (42) can be expressed as --yy 
"~'12 
- i t l  = )~i j l~ i t l  ~- , , i j l~  i t l  -~ ig i j l~ i j l  ± ~ i j l~ i j l  , . , i j l~ i j l  -~ M, i j l~  i t l  
"}'03 yy ""yyl ~yy ~'yy2 yy '~yy3 T ~yy ""yy4 A~ ~"YY '~yy5 't'~yy '~'yy6~ 
"~02 
~i j l  . i j l  _ i j l  - i j l  . i j l  .ni j l  > O, where for some . .yy ~ ~yy ~ t.yy ~ -~ yy ~ ~.~,yy ~Wyy - -  
it1 it1 (^ '  ,~itl ~tl"~ oiJ* otherwise i t l  - ---(0,0)T; nvv ~ = r}uut , if d~21 03 , 02 j is on the curve ~uy~, nyy  1 
it1 it~ /'.~t~ flt~ Ait*'~ o i t l  otherwise itl = (0,0)T; nyy2 = ~yy2, if \~2  , ~oa , ~o2 ) is on the curve "yy2' nyy2 
it~ ~t~ [Ait~ Ait~ ,~itF~ ~itl otherwise __it1 = (O,o)T; nyu 3 = virus, if \~2 ,  ~oa, ~02 ) is on the curve ~vya, ~vya 
[2t~ ,~t~ ,~t~ ~it~ otherwise it~ = (0,0)T; it~ _ _it~ if \~2 ,  ~03, ~02 ] is on the curve '-'yy4, nyy4 nyy  4 -- Wlyy 4 
it1 - i t l  [,~ijl ,~ijl 0Jl) I~ijl otherwise i j l  =(0,0)T .  rtyy4 -- ~yy5, if ~12 , ~*03 , Cl is on the curve vuvs,  nvv~ , 
i t l  i t l  (,~itl  ,~ijl ~jl) g-yijl otherwise i j l  _=_ (0,0)T nyy4 = ~yy6, if kUl2 , ~03 ' d is on the curve "~yu6, nuy6 , 
with 
and 
ij, ( 1 [27(_2Ki j ) (¢i j ,_K, j )_3(~i j1_t_¢i J ,_¢' J l  +3Kij)2 ] 
1 [27(_2Kij)(~bijl q- K i j )+ 3(~/ j l  + ¢ijl ¢ijl q_ 3K/j)2]  , 
2h T 
1 (x + @jl _ ¢~jl 3K~j): 
3h~. + 
1 [27( -2K i j ) (¢ , j l  _ K i j )  - 3 ({i j ,  + ~2i j l -  (~ijl .~_ 3K i j )  2] 
1 [2r(_2K,~) (¢, j, + K,t) + 3(~ 't' + ¢,tl _ ¢itl + 3K~j)=], 
6h~ 
2 
~tl [~t~kuY~=)~ 1 = -2h-~1 27(-2K~t) (¢~t* + Kit) + 3 (~i31 + ~bitl __ ¢ i j l  __ SKit) = %~,2 = \ .yy2 ) 2 
[,,,.~itl 
k ''y~'2] a 
1 [2r (_uK/ t ) (~2i j l  -- K i t )  _ 3 (e i j l  ~- ~)ij l  _ (/)ijl _ 3Kij)2], 
2h~ 
1 ¢ i t l  ¢it l  _ 3Ki t )  2 (e t, + _ 
1 [2r(-2K~j)(¢it~ +K,j) + 3 (~ it1 + ~)ijl __~i j l  -- 3K,S ] 
1 [27(_2K i t ) (~/ ) i t l  Kit) - 3(e ijl + ~ bit~ _¢it l_  3Kit)2] , 
6h~. 
2 
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k qyy3) 1 








- -  [27(-2Ki~) 
- -  [27(-2Ki~) 
_ __  (~'~ + ¢~" 
(~ijl + g i j )  JF 3 (¢ i j l  .~ ~ijl _ ¢ i j l  + 3K~)2],  
(¢ i j l  _ g i j )  - 3 (¢ i j l  + ~ij l  _ ¢ i j l  ..~ 3K~j) z] 
_ ¢'~1 + an , , )  ~ 
I [27(_2K~j) (~,~ i + K,j)+ 3(¢ 'ii + ~i i  _ ¢ijl + 3K~j)2] , 
6h~ 
! [27( -2K i j ) ( , i j1 -~Ki j )  ~-3(~) i j l -~ , i j l -¢ i j l~ -3K i j )2 ] )  T 
2 
~jl 
/(~/: y4) 1~ ( 3 ~ijl ¢ i J l _3K i j )2  




3 ~)ijl + ~ (~'~ + 
(¢~J~ + g, j )  - a (¢~ + ~'~ - ¢'J~ - ag~)  ~] 
_ ¢ ,~ _ ag,~) ~ 






1 [27(-2Kij)(~iii _ Kij) - 3(¢ 'ji + ~iji _ ¢~ji _ 3K~i)5] 
6h~ 
_ 2])T 1 [27(-2KI/) (~ijl -- Ki j)  - 3 (~)ijl ~._ ~ijl -- ¢ijl -- 3Kij) • 
2 





(¢~J~ _ ~J~ _ ¢~J~ + 3K~,) 2 , 
- - -  [27(2K,~)(~b '~1- Kii) + 3(~/jl __~ijl __¢ijl + 3K~)2J 
[~7(2~,~) (~,~1 _ ~)  + 3 (~'Jl-C, ~ - ~'~ + akin) ~] 
3 _ ~ j l  _ ¢iji + ~ (~ji + 3K,j)~, 
_a_ (¢,j~ _ ~jl _ ¢,~ + aK,~)~) s 
2 
1 [27(2K~)(e~ +K,~) -3 (~ '~-~' ,~-¢ '~-3~,~)  ~] = -~ 
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3 _ ¢ql Cq~ 
2h z (¢'3~ _ _ 3Kq)  2 ' 
1 [27(2K i j )  (¢ i j l  .q_ K i j )  - -  3(~ ij l __ ~i j l  __ ¢ i j l  3K i j )  2] 3h~ 
1 
[27(2Kij) (~i j l  ..~ K i j )  -- 3 (¢ijl __~ij l  __ ~)ij l  __ 3Ki j )  2] 
~h~ (¢'~ - - aK'~)2' ~ (¢ '~ - aKin) 2 
# 
The normal  cone of f t~  in (42) can be expressed as 
~J~) 
12 = ~i j l~i j l  i j l  i j l ~ij l  ~tijl > O, i j l  xy "~'xyl ~ t~xy nxy2,  for some "'=u, t-zy - 
\ "~11 
where 
i j l  i j l  
~xyl  ~ T]xyl 
i j l i j l 
nxy2 -'~ ~xy2, 
with 
(~ j l  di j l  ~ ~'#jl 
if ~ 12, ~lJ is on the curve~=yl, 
/ ~ij~ .... \ ~,~~ 
on the curw_ , , 
otherwise n=y~i3~ = (0,0)T;  
q~ = (0, 0) ~, otherwise nxy  2 
~i j l  12 6d12 6d~ ~ 
"xyl  = h~ (hY) 2 ~ + ~ + ' 
12 6d12 6d~l I 12 4d~1 ~ 2 
h~ ~ h~ (h~)2 + ~ + + ~ + 
,jl ( 
~=y2 : 
/ ~ijl , \ 
12 [ 6d12 6d~;~ 1 I ) x y 2 - - -~  h~ (h~) 2 ~h, (h~) h~h~ ~ ' 
[%i j l  2 )  (~  ~1~ 12 
x Y x y2  - - "~-  h i h~ h i hj h~h~ 
T 
T 
Based on a s imi lar argument ,  the normal  cone of ~t~ 2 in (42) can be expressed as  
"}'21 
- ij2 ~ij2 ij2 ij2__ij2 lyij2,nij2 ~ij2..~ij2 ..j_ ,ij2~ij2 --ij2 i32 




• ,i j2 ij2 ij2 ij2 ij2 . i j2  for some ,%=, tz== , u== , v~= , w== , ~p== > 0, 
where 
nzx l  = ?~xxl, if '~30 '~20 ) is on the curve v==l, 
,j2 ,j2 (d~2 >j2 ~,~2~ c,j2 nzx2 = ~:rx2, if ,~3o , 2o ) is on  the curve  xx2~ 
n==3 = rl==3, i f  d~l 2 3o, is on the curve ==a, 
nx=4 = ~lxx4, if , 30 , 20 ) is on the curve ==4, 
" [2~2 ~q2 2q2~ c~q2 ij2 = r/~j~5, if k~21 , ~30 , ~20 ] is on the curve ~==s, 'n.xx 4 
qz ~32 {2ij2 d!~2 d~32~ ~2 n== 4 = r/==6, if \~m , 30, 20 } is on the curve v==6, 
• ~j2 otherwlse n== 1 = (0, 0)T; 
o2 = (O,O)r; otherwise n•= 2 
• i j2 otherwise n== 3 = (0, 0)7-; 
otherwise nz= 4~j2 = (0, 0)T; 
otherwise n== 5q2 = (0,0)T; 
q2 = (0,0) T, otherwise nxx  6 
and 
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with 
1 [27(-2Kij)(¢q2 + + + , 2h~ K/~) 3((i~2 +¢~3~_0~j2 3K~.) ~] 
1 ¢ij2 ¢i~2 3Kij)2 
ah~ (~j~ + - + 
1 [27(-2Ki~)(¢i~2 _ Kia')- 3(~ ii2 + ¢i~2 _¢i~2 + 3Ki~)2] 
1 [27(-2Kij)(¢i~2 + Kij) + 3(( ij2 + ¢i~2 _¢i~2 + 3Ki~)~] 
6h~ 
/ 
'~,:~*'i~2 = I ('~':~)2'a~ : -~'~s1127(-2Ki~)(¢'J~+Kis)+3((is2+¢'s2-¢i~:-3Ki~) ~] 
\ I~ xx213 
1 [27(-2K~j) Ki~) ¢/j2 ¢i~2_ 3K~)2] - ~ (¢~- - 3 (~ '~ + - , 
1 ¢ij2 
3h~ ((ij2 + 
1 [27(-2Kij) +~ 
_ ¢ij2 _ 3Kij) 2 
(¢ij2 + gi j)  + 3 ((i~2 + ¢ij2 _ ¢,~'2 _ 3Kij)2] 
1 
6h~ 
1 [27(-2~,~)(~ +K~,) + 3 (~J~ + ¢,~-  +,;~ _ 3~)  ~] ) ~ 
2 
rt~3 = (re j2 ~ 3 ~j~ ¢~j2 = 9-~ (¢ij2 + _ + 3K, j)2 
¢'r{J 2 '1 
"°V 
1 
[27(-eK, ; )  (e ';~ + + 3 (¢'J~ + - 2h~ K,D ¢'~-~;~ + 3K,D 2] 
# J 
_ 1 [27(-2Kij) 
3h~' 
3 ¢ij2 
6h~ (~j~ + 
I [27(-2Kij) 
6hT 
3 (¢,j~ + ~j2 _ 
2 
(¢ij2 _ Ki~) - 3 (¢~j2 + ~i~2 _ ¢i32 + 3K#)2] 
_ ¢~j2 + 3K~j)2 
¢~j2 + 3K~a.) 2 
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~xx4)  1 
v i i :4  -~- Ix xx4 ] 2 





+ 6-~ (~:  + 
(~i~2 _ Ki j )  + 3 (¢i~2 + ~i~2 _ ¢i~2 _ 3Ki3)2] , 
(¢i~2 + Ki~) - 3 (¢ij2 + ~ij2 _ ¢i32 _ 3Kij) 2] 
_ ¢ i j2  _ 3g i~)  2 
1 [27(_2K, j )  (~cij2 _ Kij) - 3 (¢ij2 + ~ij2 _ ¢ij2 _ 3K,j)2], 
6h~: 
2 
~J~ 1 [27(2K~j)(~,J~ ~,~)+3(~J~-~'~-~+3~:~)  ~] 
qxx5 ~--- ---~ - -  
i j2  
3 _~i32 9ij2 3K~j): + ~-~ (,~'J~ - + , 
[27(2/~,~) (~,J ~-  ~:,~) + 3 (~ '~-  ~'J~ - ~'~ + 3K,~) ~] 
3h~ 
1 [27(2K,~)(~,52 K , j )+  3(¢, j2 ¢,j2 ~b,~2+3K, j) 2] +~ 
3 _ ~j2 _ ¢ij2 3Kij) 2, + ~ (¢'J~ + 
T 
--~ [27(2~,j)(~'~ - ~,~) + 3 (~,~-~'~-~'~ + 3~:,j) ~] ) , 
2 
( " ~ ~ [27(2K,~)(~ + ~,j) - ~ (~ - ~'~ - ~'~ - 3/¢,~) ~] 
r/iJ 2 
3 _ ~2 ¢~j~ , 2h y (¢ij2 _ _ 3K,j)  2 
3hT 
3 _ ~i j2  ¢ i j2  6h~ (¢'j~ - - 3K' j)2 ' 
2 
The normal cone of f~ij2 in (42) can be expressed as - -yy  
_ i j2  ) 
"Y03 ~i j2 ,~ i j2 .~_ . i j 2~ i j2  ,,,ij2a,~ij2 T i J2~i j  2 ~i j2  i j2 ~]ij2 ,7.~j2 ^ i j2  " 'yy "~yyl I"~yy ~'yy2 ~- ~- fo r  some i~yy , > O, ~-- ~yy "~yy3 yy yy4~ "'YY ~ --YY ~ "YY -- 
\ t02  
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where 
i j2 i j2  
nyy l  = ~lyyl~ 
i j2 i j2 
?'~yy2 ~ ~yy2~ 
i j2 T~yjy23~ 
~yy3 ----- 
i~2 ij2 
?'~yy4 : "~lyy4 
) 
~, (,~,~t,~ ) 
is on the curve C~Jy 2, 
is on the curve C~ 2, 
is on the curve C~,  
is on the curve Cy~ 2, 
otherwise - i~2 = (0, 0) T; "#~'yyl 
otherwise nuu 2~2 = (0, 0)T; 
otherwise nw3~3~ ----- (0, 0)x; 
otherwise nyy 4q2 = (0,0)x, 
and 
with 
qyyl h i (hY) 2 ~-h i (h i ) )  "-,-:J 
" lyy2 ": x Y h i h~ 
12(  2d~332 6d~322 ~)  6 (  2d~322 ~ ~ 
x - -Y 2 h~ (h~) 2 h~h~. ' 
x Y 
T 
( 6d~ 2 J- 6 1-  
T 
af OiJ 2 in (42) can be expressed as The normal cone __ _~ 
( ,~,ij2 ) 
t21 ~ij2,n ij2 ,,ij2,~ ij2 
,./~2 -= xy "~xyl "~- k~x,y '"xy2~ 
),ij2. ij2 for some _~y t%y -> O, 
where 
i j2 i j2 
nxy  I ----- T ]xy l :  
i j2 i j2 
nxy2 = ?~xy2~ 
if \~21 , ~11 ) is on the curve V~l ,  
/ %ij2 ^..2 \ (?ij2 
~ (~1 ,~1~) ~s o~ <~e ~u~e ~,  
~i~2 = (0, 0)T; otherwise '~xyl 




'~  = (h~) ~h~ 
~_ij2 
6d21 
x 2 y (h i ) hj 
- -  + y-~-Zy + , 
h~ hj 
12 . 6d21 
x Y y h i hj (h~) 2 hj - -  + YTi'Y + + ~-TZY + 
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and 
i j2 I ?~xy2 ~-- 
The normal 














I x 2 y h~ h3 (hi) hj ~(h~)2h~ x y + 
T 
12 [ 6d2~ 6d~12 12 4d~ 2~2 
h hg h hg h,h  ] 
cone of f~  in (42) can be obtained by performing the following operations 
xzt to Y,~t, l = 1, 2, 3, 4. 
to -di : and to 3 
i j3 the sign of the first element of ~?**~, l = 1, 2, 3, 4. 
cone of Q~j3 in (42) can be obtained by performing the following operations --yy 
r / i j •  to i~3 l= l ,  6. yyl ~yyl' " " " , 
~ to ~i~3, ¢~jl to ¢ij3 and ¢~31 to ¢i~3. 
the sign of the first two elements of ~ ,  l = 1 . . . .  ,6. 
cone of ~ j3  in (42) can be obtained by performing the following operations - 'xy 
i j l  i j3 xyt to *txyt, 1 = 1,2. 
^~ijl ~...ij3 3~j~ 3~j3 d n to -d  n and~n to~n.  
the sign of the first element of ~x~tiJ3, I = 1, 2. 
The normal cone of ~i~4 in (42) can be expressed as 
_ ij4 I x i j4_ i j4  , i j4~i j4  ,, i j4~ij4 .,.ij4,,.,ij4 -- wij4 ij4 --ij4 ij4 
"[30 J : "'xx "*'xxl "~- ~xx "~xx2 "~- "xx '"xx3 ~- 'xx '*'xx4 "t- xz nxx5 -~ WXX ~xx6'  
- ij4 ] 
"~'20 / ~ij4 i j4 i j4 ij4 . . . .  for some _~, /~z ,  v~,  T~,  W~4, ¢~2~ > 0, 
where 
ij4 ij4 /3i j4 2 i j4  3ij4~ 
n**l = ~7~,1, i f  k~21 , ~30 , '~20 ) 
ida id4 [dij4 ~lij4 dij4~ 
n~. 2 = ft..2, if ~,~21 , ~30. ~20 j
ij4 ij4 [dij4 2ij4 ,~ij4~ nxx3 = Oxz3, if ~,~21 ' ~30 ' ~20 J
ij4 ij4 [',5.ij4 ,~j4 d<~4~ n~:~4 = rl~:4, if k~21 ,~30, 20 ) 
nxx4 ---- ~Txzh, if k,~21 ,,~30 , 
niJ4 ij4 [3ij4 3ij4 2ij4~ 
with 
is on the curve C~/J~, 
is on the curve C~J~2, 
is on the curve C~3, 
is on the curve C~J44, 
is on the curve C~5, 
is on the curve C~6, 
otherwise nxz lij4 = (0, 0)T; 
otherwise ij4 = (0,0)T; ~% xx2 
otherwise ij4 = (0, 0)T; nxx.3 
otherwise n~44 = (0, 0)T; 
~j4 = (0,0)~; otherwise nxx 5
otherwise ~j4 = (0, 0) T, nxx6 
and 
/ [r/J 4 "~ ) ( 
"" /~ ~ xx l ) l  / ij4 ~ : --~Jl [27(_2K i j )  (~ i J4_K i j )  _3 (~ i j4 .~_~) i j4_~i j4~_3K i j )  2] 
fuji4 
\ k xx l )3  
1 [27(-2Ki~)(¢ij4 + K,3) + 3(~ ij4 + ¢ij4 _ ¢ij4 + 3K,/)2] , 
1 ¢ij4 ¢~j4 + 3Kij) 2 
3h~ (~j4 + _ 
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1 [27(_2K,j)(¢iJ4_K,j)_3 (~ij 4_.t_¢ija _ ¢,j4 + 3Kij)2] 
1 [27(_2K,j) (¢,j a + K,j) + 3(~ 'ja + ¢,ja _ ¢,j.~ + 3Kij)2] , 
6h~: 
3 (~ij4 + ¢~4 _ ¢~j4 + 3K,~) 2 
2 
1 [27(-2Ki~)(¢ij4 K,.~) - 3(~ ij' + ,g,',:2~ _ ¢'/j4 + 3Ki.~) ~] +~ 
+41 [27(-2Kij) (¢'J' + K,j) + 3 (~.j4 + ¢ij.~ _ ¢ij4 + 3Kij) z] ) , 
T 
1 [27(-2K,~)(¢ij4 _ K,j) - 3(~ ij4 + ¢ij4 _¢i j4 _ 3K,j) 2] 
2h~ 
1 ¢~j4 
_ 3h-'~ " (~, ja  + 
1 [27(-2K, j) 
1 [27(-2Kij) 
6h~ 
_ ¢ij4 _ 3Kij) 2 
(¢,.~4 + K,j) + 3 (~,.~4 + ¢ i j4 -  ¢,j4 _ 3K, j) 2] 
(¢'J4 - K~j) - 3 (~,j4 + ¢,j4 _ ¢,j4 _ 3K, j)2] , 
_ 3 (d j ,  + ¢ , j ,  _ ¢, j ,  _ zg,~)~ 
2 
1 [27( -2K,  j) - K, j)  (d  ~' + ..~ 4 (¢ i j4  -- 3 ~)ij4 __ ¢ i j4  __ 3K,j) 2] 
T 
+~ (¢,j4 + K,j) + - 
k " lxx3)  1 
" (_ij4 '~ 3 ~ij4 ¢~j4 + 3Kij) 2 
n~:3 = ~,.~3)2 = (¢ ' J '+  - 
k"x2:3)  3 
1 [27(-2K,j)(¢,j4 + K,j) + 3(¢ 'ja +,~ija _¢,j4 + 3K,j) 2] 
2h~ 
1 [27(-2K, j)(0ij4 -- K, j )  - 3(¢ 'ja q_~i j4¢ i j4  q_ 3K,~) z] 
3h~ 
3 _¢ij4 3K~j) 2 _ 6h'-'-~ "z (~j4 + ¢ij4 + 
1 [27(_2Kij)(~/,j4 ..}_ gij) ~_ 3 (,~,/,j4 -Jr- ¢ij4 _0ij4 ~_ 3Kij) 2] 
6h~ 
_ 1_. [27(-2Kij)(¢ij4 _ gij) - 3 (¢ i j4  q_ ~ij4 _ ¢ i j4  .~_ 3gij)2] 
2 
_ _3 (¢,j, ,  + d j  , _ ¢~j~ + 3K,~)~ 
4 
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1 [27(-2K,j)(¢, j4 + K~j) - 3('¢ ''-~4 +,~'-~4 - ¢'-74 - 3Kt~) 2] 3h~ 
3 ¢~4 ¢~4 3Ki~)2 + ~-~ (C ~ + - _ 
1 [27(-2K, j )(( , j4 _ Kij) - 3 (¢ij4 + ~,j4 _ ¢ij4 _ 3Kij) 2] 
6h~ 
- -~2 [~.7(-2~',j)(¢,~4 + ~- )  _ 3 (¢'~4 + e ~' - ¢'~4 - 3K,~) ~] 
3 
T 




r / zx6  = ~, zx6 J2  





- - -  [27(2~',~)(¢'~' - u , j )  + 3 (~'~, - c~ ~ - ¢~,  + 3~, j )  ~] 
[27(2Ki~) (~ij4 - -  Ki~) + 3 (¢,~4 _ ~ij4 _ ¢ij4 + 3Ko)2] 
+ 
+ 
_3_a (¢ ' j '  - ~'j~ - ¢ ' j '  + SK '~)2)  
3 _ ~ij4 ¢~j4 2 6"~ (¢,j4 - + 3K, j) , 
[27(2~',j) (¢,~' - K,~) + 3 ( , ' J '  - e~ '  - ~'~ ~ + 3~,~) ~] 2 
1 [27(2Kti ) (5,.¢4 _ K,.~) + 3(¢ '-~4 _ 5,j4 _ ¢,j4 + 3Ko) 2] 
T 








_ __  (¢ij4 _ ~ij4 _ ¢i~4 _ 3Ki~) 2 ' 
-- - -  [27(2Kij)(~)ij4 _~_ Ki j )  - 3 (~ij4 _~i j4 _~)ij4 3Kij)  2] 
[27(2Ki.~) (~-ij4 + Ki.~) - 3 (¢ija _ 5i~4 _ ¢ij4 _ 3K~.i)2] 
_ __  (¢~j4 _ ~ j4  _ ¢~j4 _ 3K~j ) : ,  
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1 [27(2Ki j )(¢, ja + Kij)  - 3 (¢  ~ '  _~, j4 ¢,~4 3Kij) 2] 
2 
l [27(2K i j )  Kij) 3 (¢ i J4 -~ i J4 -¢  ij4 3Kij) 2] + ~ (~ + - 
T 
(¢,~4 _ _ ~K~)~ 
nf OJ j4 The normal cone ~_ --sv in (42) can be expressed as 
- ij4 \ 
('}'03 ~ __ ~ij4,,.,ij4 ± , , i j4~i j4  , , i j4~i j4 T i j4_ i j4  
~i j4 ] -- "'YY '~yyl ~ t*yy '~'yy2 "~- "yy '"yy3 q- yy ~tyy4~ 
x I02 / 
where 
i j4 ij4 (~  d/0J4) nuu~ = Ouu~, if , 
uu2 = ~Tuu2, if , 
'3' (v v) n~s a = rlyu3 , if , 
(v v) nyy 4 = rlUV4 , if , 
with 
is on the curve C~ 4, 
is on the curve C~ 4, 
is on the curve C~,  
is on the curve C~ 4, 
~ij4 itij4 ~]ij4 Ti j4 > O~ for some . .yy ~ ~yy ~ -yy ~ . yy _ 
otherwise i j4 ~_ (O r 0)T; nyy l  
otherwise ij4 = (0,0)T; nyy2 
otherwise ij4 = (0,0)T; nyy3 
otherwise q4 = (0,0)x, n yy4 
uyl = h~: (hY) 2 hi (h~)2 , z u 1 z u , x h i hj h i hj 
yy2 -~ x y 2 h~ h~ hT(h~) ~ \h  i (hi) ~ ~ 
xY  xY  ~ h,h~ \hi(h~) h,h~ h, hj hlh~] ] 
ij4 4 2-diOJ34 ~ ~6-~ 1+ , 
~yy3 = ~- x y 2" hT(h~) ~ h, (h~) ) 'h ,  hj h~h~) 
and 
uu4 = " h~ (h~) 2 ~h~ (h~) 2 h~h'--~j ' 
x u 2 - -+  - -  1 - - -  hTh~ \h, (hi) h~h~' 
and 
The normal cone of f~ij4 in (42) can be expressed as my 
~/~j4 ] -- xy "~xyl ~- I"~xy '"xy2, for some -~u'  - 
where 
,j, ij, /,;~ij4 z J ,h  ~,j4 
n~ul = 0~vl, if ~2x  , ~*n ) is on the curve "~ul, 
ij4 ij4 (~_ij4 ^.. \ (?ij4 
n~y2 = O~y2, if d21 , d~ 4)  is on the curve ~y2,  
otherwise ij4 = (0,0)x; 7"~ zy 1 
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with 
and 
i j4 12 6d21 12 
~j4 12 [ 6d21 12 
= t, + , ) )  
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